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Circle Secretary, 
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Near Bhagawati Nagar-II 
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No.: AIBSNLEA/RAJ/2012-14/23 Dated at Jaipur:- 26-04-2012 

To, 

Shri Prahlad Rai 
Genl. Secy. AIBSNLEA 
CHQ. New Delhi 

Sub: Increase in fee for vocational training to Engineering students. - Adverse effect thereof. 

Respected Sir, 

Shri R.C.Vyas, Branch Secretary, Jodhpur, through his Email has sent the following feedback 
regarding Increase in fee for vocational training to Engineering students. 

“It has come to know that fee for vocational training to Engineering students has been 
increased to Rs.4000+ Tax. Com. It is my feed back that now we will not earned even equal to last 
year. Rs. 4000+ tax is too much. It is my submission, to take up this issue so that we may earned at 
least equal to which we earned last year.” 

Shri Vyas is dealing with the case at local level and had booked many cases on old rate for 
vocational training by contacting many Engineering Colleges but after increase in Fee all the 
booked cases are asking for return of the booked amount. They are not interested to pay such a 
huge amount because of many organisations provide these trainings free of cost. 

If the same scenario is of all over India, BSNL will definitely loose the income through 
trainings as previously we had earned a very encouraging amount. 

Kindly protest the increased fee for vocational training to Engineering students to protect 
the scope of good earning through these training in the interest of BSNL. 

With kind regards, 

 
  

(M.K.Morodia) 
Circle Secretary 
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